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Left to our own devices

Gadgets & gizmos

Untitled
Ian Hinchliffe
This simple image was taken outside an art gallery in Leeds. It 
depicts someone entirely at home with the technology he uses.

The image is untitled. “For me, photography is simply about 
capturing scenes I find visually interesting,” says Ian. “I have 
always believed that people should have the freedom to draw their 
own conclusions about the images they view.”

Judges agreed that this was a stand-out photograph. They were 
particularly impressed by the simplicity of the composition, and by 
the relaxed confidence of the subject.

In the home

So what do I click?
Sian Green
“Elizabeth, my six-year-old daughter, regularly helps our 
landlords James and Petrina with all things computery,” says 
Sian. “This image shows the three of them working together 
on the laptop. Petrina embraces new technology — she 
video-chats with her grandchildren as well as using email and 
office programs.”

Judges loved the warmth and naturalness of this photo — a 
genuine snapshot of home life.

Open category

Scan it
Adela Nistora
John is a volunteer with the local food cooperative in 
Reading, where this photograph was taken. “If you could 
scan a person like a product,” jokes Adela, “the barcode 
would reveal that he is 79, making him the oldest active 
member of the organisation.”

Judges praised the well-composed image, and pointed out 
that it encapsulates the idea of ‘active ageing’. As more 
older people continue working, it is crucial that they remain 
comfortable with workplace technology.

Out & about

Extending our passion
Vũ Đức Lộc Thọ

On a busy street, there is a constant flow of people. But with the help of his digital 
camera and tripod, this man found an interesting angle almost effortlessly.

“Everyone wanted to take pictures,” recalls Tho Vu, who captured this image during the 
Lunar New Year celebrations in London. “It was so crowded that it seemed impossible 
to take a clear shot. Then I turned around and saw this man. All the younger people 
were struggling, including me, but the way he took photographs was so simple and 
relaxed. Without the help of technology, this would have been impossible.”

Judges praised the way this photograph celebrated both earnest determination and 
calm ingenuity in the face of challenges.


